
Make sidewalk chalk

paint and decorate a

sidewalk.

Draw a treasure map and

have a friend find the

treasure

Create a scavenger hunt

that goes both inside and

outside your home. Hide silly

riddles, tricky clues, and

special prizes that will give

your family a fun adventure

searching in unusual places

Prepare and enjoy a

picnic outside
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and give it to someone

else. Include 3 different

clues they can open if

they cannot figure out the

code.

 Color a new picture on

the back of an old

completed jigsaw puzzle,

then solve it. 

Make a how-to video for

your favorite hobby. Send

it to a family member or

friend.

Create a family trivia card

game and play it at dinner.

Use questions like, “How

many railings are on the

banister?”, “Which room has

the most pencils?” or “Who

has a pink toothbrush?” 

Interview family members

who are over age 60. Ask

them to tell you a special

memory from when they

were your age. Make a

book with the stories you

collect.

Bake something exciting

that you have never made

before. Taste and review

it as if you are judging a

cooking show.

Choose 3 people that you

miss and write them

letters or draw pictures of

the things you like to do

together. Send them in

the mail.

Create a wacky indoor or

outdoor obstacle course

with furniture and

household items. Then try

timing yourself to improve

your personal best race

time.

Play balloon volleyball or

tennis. Then create your

own rules for a new

balloon game.

Collect interesting

flowers, twigs, grass, and

leaves to make a Nature

Weaving. 

Hold a paper airplane

contest. Try out different

airplane designs to see

which flies the furthest. 

Measure and calculate the

area of your backyard or a

large room in your house.

Draw a diagram to show

how many people could be

together there if everyone

had to stand 6 feet apart. 

Make a Stop Motion

animation about summer

Find a shelf, closet, or cupboard

that is full and reorganize it.

Categorize the items in a fun

and useful way. Try to find at

least a few things that you can

recycle or donate to someone

else.

Color aluminum foil with a

permanent marker and

turn it into a dramatic

piece of art

Research Mehndi or the

art of painting henna

designs on the body.

Henna Hands. Follow a

tutorial or create your

own elaborate pattern

Use the board, cards, or pieces

from at least 3 different board

games and combine them to

make a brand-new game.

Create new pieces out of

recycled materials. Write down

the rules and refine them as you

play

Learn how to draw an

optical illusion. 

Gather elaborate outfits

and fun props, then

organize a family photo

shoot. Be creative with

backdrops, poses, and

candid shots.

Choose a new way to

organize your

Bookshelves. Be creative

and display your favorite

treasures along with your

books.

Write a letter to an

elected official about an

issue that you care about.

Elected Officials


